
 

Conversion possibilities 

1x JS012HW + 1x JS012CCT = JS012C 

2x JS012HW + 1x JS012CCT = JS024C 

 

HS Code: 73269098 

Tariff Code: 9403200020 (US) 

Barcode: 5425023480120 

Made in Sweden (EU) 

 

Contents: 

1x upper wallholder 

1x lower wallholder 

2x uprights 

1x spare parts bag 

  

 

 

Quantity plates: 1x 12 plates 

 

Weight & Dimensions 
1 box, 75x25x5cm, 3kgs 

Assembled: 70x24x21cm 

 

1 box, 29x10x1,50inch, 9lbs 

Assembled: 9,4x27,5inch 

 

Min/max plate size 
Min: 12cm (4,73inch) 

Max: 30-32cm (12,60inch) 

 
The Jackstack® plate racks are all  

made up of a welded steel construction 

with black electrostatic powder coating 

finish, which is scratch and rust resistant. 

 

Maintenance : regular washing 

 

Guarantee: 1 year worldwide on any 

manufacturing default.  

The world’s fastest & most versatile preparation 

serving & storage system 

Jackstack International N.V. 

JS012HW 
Quick and easy assembly 

Adjustable within seconds 

To take any size of plate 

Assembly instructions: 

 Find a suitable wall for JS012HW 

 Mount the upper wallholder horizontally (use any of them, they 

are identical) 

 Measure 570mm from the upper edge to the fixed wallholder to 

the upper edge of the lower holder, make a mark and mount it 

there. 

 Hang the upright in the cut that fits your plate and lock them with 

the little screw. 

 When need to adjust to another plate size, unscrew and move the 

upright. 

Adjustments: 

 The only correct setting is when the plates rest on all four plastic 

o-rings. For changing to other plate dimensions, unloose the wing-

nut to the section you want to change, adjust uprights accordingly 

and tighten down the wing-nut again. 
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